Step Up Your Dashboard With
Shinydashboard – Part 1:
Exercises

The shinydashboard package provides a well-designed dashboard
theme for Shiny apps and allows for an easy assembly of a
dashboard from a couple of basic building blocks. The package
is widely used in commercial environments as well, due to its
neat features for building convenient and robust layouts.
This exercise set will help you practice all of the main
features of this great package. By completing the two parts of
the exercise series, you’ll know that you’re ready to start
building well-designed Shiny apps. We will make some minimal
use of the built-in data-set datasets::CO2 (specific
description of the data-set is irrelevant, but you can check
it out by typing ?datasets::CO2). Each exercise is adding some
more features/functionalities to the code of the previous
exercise, so be sure to not discard the code until after
you’re done with all of the exercises. Answers to these
exercises are available here.
In the solutions page, you’ll first find only the relevant
components of each exercise. Then, at the end of the page, you
will find the entire Shiny app code that contains all of the
different components together. It is advised to use the

following template to get started with the exercises:
header <- dashboardHeader(...)
sidebar <- dashboardSidebar(...)
body <- dashboardBody(...)
ui <- dashboardPage(...)
server <- function(input, output, session) {}
shinyApp(ui = ui, server = server)
For other parts of the series, follow the tag shinydashboard.
Exercise 1
Set the title of the dashboard to be “Practicing
shinydashboard.”
The Tahoma” and the font-weight should be “bold.”
Exercise 2
Since the title that we chose is a bit long, set the header
and sidebar width to 300 pixels.
Exercise 3
Select a black skin to the dashboard.
Exercise 4
Select a title for the browser tab, which is different than
the dashboard title.
Exercise 5
Add two menu items to the sidebar: one named “data” and one
named “about.”
Change the font-size of the menu items to 20 pixels.

Learn more about Shiny apps in the online courses Create
Interactive Web Applications with the R Shiny Package and R
Shiny Interactive Web Apps.
Exercise 6
Add icons of your choice next to the two menu items that you
added.

Exercise 7
Add a yellow badge which says “New” next to the “data” menu
item.
Exercise 8
Under the “about” menu item, add two sub-items: one named
“licences” and one named “contact us.”
Exercise 9
Add a search box at the top of the sidebar with the label
“What are you looking for?”
Hint: use sidebarSearchForm().
Exercise 10
Add a selectInput under the search box you just added.
The input ID should be plant and the choices should be
unique(CO2$Plant).

Fighting Factors with Cats:
Exercises

In this exercise set, we will practice using the forcats
factor manipulation package by Hadley Wickham. In the last
exercise set, we saw that it is entirely possible to deal with
factors in base R,
but also that things can get a bit

involved and un-intuitive. Forcats simplifies many common
factor manipulation tasks and worth mastering if you cannot
avoid using factors in your work. Also, studying the package
and its source code can give you ideas for writing your own
custom function to simplify everyday tasks that you think can
be dealt with in a better way.
Solutions are available here.
Exercise 1
Load the gapminder data-set from the gapminder package, as
well as forcats. Check what the levels of the continent factor
variable are and their frequency in the data.
Exercise 2
Notice that one continent, Antarctica, is missing – add it as
the last level of six.
Exercise 3
Actually, you change your mind. There is no permanent human
population on Antarctica. Drop this (unused) level from your
factor.
Exercise 4
Again, modify the continent factor, making it more precise.
Add two new levels: instead of Americas, add North America and
South America. The countries in the following vector should be
classified as South America and the rest as North America.
c("Argentina", "Bolivia", "Brazil", "Chile",
"Ecuador",
"Paraguay", "Peru", "Uruguay", "Venezuela")

"Colombia",

Exercise 5
Arrange the levels of the continent factor in alphabetical

order.
Exercise 6
Re-order the continent levels again so that they appear in
order of total population in 2007.
Exercise 7
Reverse the order of the factors.
Exercise 8
Make continent, again, an unordered factor. Set North America
as the first level, therefore interpreted as a reference group
in modeling functions such as lm().
Exercise 9
Turn the following messy vector into a factor with two levels:
“Female” and “Male” using the factor function. Use the labels
argument in the factor() function.
gender <- c("f", "m ", "male ","male", "female", "FEMALE",
"Male", "f", "m")
Exercise 10
Gender can be considered sensitive data. Convert the gender
variable into a factor that takes the integer values “1” and
“2”, where one integer represents female and the other male,
but make the choice randomly.
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Factors: Exercises

Factor variables in R can be mind-boggling. Often, you can
just avoid them and use characters vectors instead – just
don’t forget to set stringsAsFactors=FALSE. They are, however,
very useful in some circumstances, such as statistical
modelling and presenting data in graphs and tables. Relying on
factors but misunderstanding them has been known to “eat up
hours of valuable time in any given analysis”, as one member
of the community put it. It is therefore a good investment to
get them straight as soon as possible on your R journey.
The intent behind these exercises is to help you find and fill
in the cracks and holes in your relationship with factor
variables.
Solutions are available here.
Exercise 1
Load the gapminder data-set from the gapminder package. Save
it to an object called gp. Check programmatically how many
factors it contains and how many levels each factor has.
Exercise 2
Notice that one continent, Antarctica, is missing from the
corresponding factor – add it as the last level of six.

Exercise 3
Actually, you change your mind. There is no permanent human
population on Antarctica. Drop this (unused) level from your
factor. Can you find three ways to do this, then you are an
expert.
Exercise 4
Again, modify the continent factor, making it more precise.
Add two new levels instead of Americas, North-America and
South-America. The countries in the following vector should be
classified as South-America and the rest as North-America.
c("Argentina",
"Ecuador",

"Bolivia",

"Brazil",

"Chile",

"Colombia",

"Paraguay", "Peru", "Uruguay", "Venezuela")
Exercise 5
Get the levels of the factor in alphabetical order.
Exercise 6
Re-order the continent levels again so that they appear in
order of total population in 2007.
Exercise 7
Reverse the order of the factor and define continents as an
ordered factor.
Exercise 8
Make the continent an unordered factor again and set NorthAmerica as the first level, thus interpreted as a reference
group in modelling functions such as lm().
Exercise 9
Turn the following messy vector into a factor with two levels:

Female and Male, using the factor function. Use the labels
argument in the factor() function (ps: you can save some time
by applying tolower() and trimws() before you apply factor()).
gender <- c("f", "m ", "male ","male", "female", "FEMALE",
"Male", "f", "m")
Exercise 10
Use the fact that factors are built on top of integers and
create a dummy (binary) variable male that takes the value 1
if the gender has the value “Male.”

How
To
Create
Flexdashboard: Exercises

a

INTRODUCTION
With flexdashboard, you can easily create interactive
dashboards for R. What is amazing about it is that with R
Markdown, you can publish a group of related data

visualizations as a dashboard.
Additionally, it supports a wide variety of components,
including htmlwidgets; base, lattice, and grid graphics;
tabular data; gauges and value boxes and text annotations.
It is flexible and easy to specify rows and column-based
layouts. Components are intelligently re-sized to fill the
browser and adapted for display on mobile devices.
In combination with Shiny, you can create a high quality
dashboard with interactive visualizations.
Before proceeding, please follow our short tutorial.
Look at the examples given and try to understand the logic
behind them. Then, try to solve the exercises below by using R
without looking at the answers. Then, check the solutions to
check your answers.
Exercise 1
Create a new flexdashboard R Markdown file from the R console.
Exercise 2
Create the very initial dashboard interface in a single
column.
Exercise 3
Add the space that you will put your first chart in.
Exercise 4
Add the space that you will put your second chart in. The two
charts should be stacked vertically.
Exercise 5
Add a third chart with the same logic.

Exercise 6
Transform your layout to scrolling.
Exercise 7
Displays THE 3 charts split across two columns.
Exercise 8
Change the width of these two columns.
Exercise 9
Define two rows, instead of columns. The first has a single
chart and the second has two charts.
Exercise 10
Change the height of these two columns.

How To Plot With Patchwork:
Exercises
INTRODUCTION
The goal of patchwork is to make it simple to combine separate
ggplots into the same graphic. It tries to solve the same
problem as gridExtra::grid.arrange() and cowplot::plot_grid,
but using an API that incites exploration and iteration.
Before proceeding, please follow our short tutorial.
Look at the examples given and try to understand the logic
behind them. Then, try to solve the exercises below by using R
without looking at the answers. Then, check the solutions to

check your answers.
Exercise 1
Create a scatter-plot object of mtcars between mpg and disp.
Exercise 2
Create a box-plot object of mtcars between gear and disp
grouped by gear.
Exercise 3
Compose those two objects into one graph.
Exercise 4
Repeat the previous process but in one plotting operation.
Exercise 5
Display the composed graph in one column with the two graphs,
one below the other.
Exercise 6
Set the graph on top to have two times the size of the graph
at the bottom.
Exercise 7
Add space between your plots.
Exercise 8
Create two objects of your choice (p3, p4) and display all of
your four objects in nested mode by putting p4 on top p1 and
p2 and p3 at the bottom (nested one below the other.)
Exercise 9
Now, put the two nested plots next to each other.

Exercise 10
Finally, display p4 in one column and the rest of your objects
in another.

Programmatically
Creating
Text Outputs in R: Exercises

In the age of Rmarkdown and Shiny, or when making any custom
output from your data, you want your output to look consistent
and neat. Also, when writing your output, you often want it to
obtain a specific (decorative) format defined by the html or
LaTeX engine. These exercises are an opportunity to refresh
our memory on functions, such as paste, sprintf, formatC and
others that are convenient tools to achieve these ends. All of
the solutions rely partly on the ultra flexible sprintf(), but
there are no-doubt many ways to solve the exercises with other
functions. Feel free to share your solutions in the comment
section.

Example solutions are available here.
Exercise 1
Print out the following vector as prices in dollars (to the
nearest cent):
c(14.3409087337707,
13.0648270623048,
3.58504267621646,
18.5077076398145,
16.8279241011882). Example: $14.34
Exercise 2
Using these numbers, c(25, 7, 90, 16), make a vector of
filenames in the following format: file_025.txt. Left pad the
numbers so they are all three digits.
Exercise 3
Actually, if we are only dealing with numbers less than one
hundred, file_25.txt would have been enough. Change the code
from the last exercise so that the padding is programmatically decided by the biggest number in the vector.
Exercise 4
Print out the following haiku on three lines, right aligned,
with the help of cat: c("Stay the patient course.", "Of little
worth is your ire.", "The network is down.").
Exercise 5
Write a function that converts a number to its hexadecimal
representation. This is a useful skill when converting bmp
colors from one representation to another. Example output:
tohex(12)
[1] "12 is c in hexadecimal"
Exercise 6
Take a string and pro-grammatically surround it with the html

header tag h1.
Exercise 7
Back to the poem from exercise 4, let R convert to html
unordered list so that it would appear like the following in a
browser:
Stay the patient course
Of little worth is your ire
The network is down
Exercise 8
Here is a list of the current top 5 movies on imdb.com in
terms of rating c("The Shawshank Redemption", "The Godfather",
"The Godfather: Part II", "The Dark Knight", "12 Angry Men",
"Schindler's List"). Convert them into a list compatible with
the written text.
Example output:
[1] "The top ranked films on imdb.com are The Shawshank
Redemption, The Godfather, The Godfather: Part II, The Dark
Knight, 12 Angry Men and Schindler's List"
Exercise 9
Now, you should be able to solve this quickly: write a
function that converts a proportion to a percentage that takes
as input number of decimal places. An input of 0.921313 and 2
decimal places should return "92.13%".
Exercise 10
Improve the function from the last exercise so that the
percentage consistently takes 10 characters by doing some left
padding. Raise an error if the percentage already happens to
be longer than 10.
(Image by Daniel Friedman).

How To Plot With Dygraphs:
Exercises
INTRODUCTION
The dygraphs package is an R interface to the dygraphs
JavaScript charting library. It provides rich facilities for
charting time-series data in R, including:
1. Automatically plots xts time-series objects (or any object
convertible to xts.)
2. Highly configurable axis and series display (including
optional second Y-axis.)
3. Rich interactive features,
series/point highlighting.

including

zoom/pan

and

4. Display upper/lower bars (ex. prediction intervals) around
the series.
5. Various graph overlays, including shaded regions, event
lines, and point annotations.
6. Use at the R console, just like conventional R plots (via
RStudio Viewer.)
7. Seamless embedding within R Markdown documents and Shiny
web applications.
Before proceeding, please follow our short tutorial.
Look at the examples given and try to understand the logic
behind them. Then, try to solve the exercises below by using R
without looking at the answers. Then, check the solutions to
check your answers.

Exercise 1
Unite the two time series data-sets mdeaths and fdeaths and
create a time-series dygraph of the new data-set.
Exercise 2
Insert a date range selector into the dygraph you just
created.
Exercise 3
Change the label names of “mdeaths” and “fdeaths” to “Male”
and “Female.”
Exercise 4
Make the graph stacked.
Exercise 5
Set the date range selector height to 20.
Exercise 6
Add a main title to your graph.
Exercise 7
Use the tutorial’s predicted data-set to create a dygraph of
“lwr”, “fit”, and “upr”, but display the label as the summary
of them.
Exercise 8
Set the colors to red.
Exercise 9
Remove the x-axis grid lines from your graph.
Exercise 10

Remove the y-axis grid lines from your graph.

Create and Format a Google
Sheet Within R: Exercises

In this exercise set, we will practice using the Google Sheets
package to create and manipulate a Google spreadsheet within
R.
After completing this exercise set, you will be able to
prepare a basic Google Sheets document using just R, leaving
behind a reproducible R-script. Note that using Google Sheets
is free of cost, but requires you have access to or create a
Google account.
Solutions are available here.

Exercise 1
Install and load the Google Sheets package, along with its
recommended pairing, dplyr. If you haven’t already, take a

look at usage examples.

Exercise 2
Authenticate your Google account and authorize Google Sheets
to access your Google Drive.

Exercise 3
Make a new empty sheet/spreadsheet called “iris_r”, containing
a single worksheet called “test1.”

Exercise 4
Write the built-in Iris data.frame to the “test1” sheet using
gs_edit_cells().

Exercise 5
Again, write the built-in Iris data.frame to a new worksheet
“test2” directly with the function gs_ws_new().

Exercise 6
Now, write mtcars’ first 5 rows to a new sheet called “test3”,
this time by using gs_add_row(). Note that it seems you first
have to add a header and one row to the sheet, so you need to
first use gs_edit_cells() to do that.

Exercise 7
Create a new sheet called “My favorite R-ex” and add a
hyperlink to any exercise set on R-exercises.com with the text
“this.”

Exercise 8
Now, create a new sheet “test1b.” Get the first four columns
names from “test1” by linking to them. Then calculate their

averages with Google Sheet formulas.

Exercise 9
Use a Google Sheet function to extract the URL of your new
document. This way, you can access it quickly in the future
(or coworkers, once you have shared access.)

Exercise 10
Turns out one of your coworkers doesn’t want to create a
Google account! Download the file as an Microsoft Excel
document using R and the Google Sheet package.

How to Plot
Exercises

With

Ggiraph:

INTRODUCTION
The ggiraph is an htmlwidget and a ggplot2 extension. It
allows ggplot graphics to be animated.
Animation is made with ggplot geometries that can understand
three arguments:
Tooltip: a column of data-sets that contain tooltips to be
displayed when the mouse is over elements.
Onclick: a column of data-sets that contain a JavaScript
function to be executed when elements are clicked.
Data_id: a column of data-sets that contain an ID to be
associated with elements.
If it used within a shiny application, elements associated
with an ID (data_id) can be selected and manipulated on client

and server sides.
Before proceeding, please follow our short tutorial.
Look at the examples given and try to understand the logic
behind them. Then, try to solve the exercises below by using R
without looking at the answers. Then, check the solutions to
check your answers.
Exercise 1
Create a basic ggplot object of the mtcars data-set, choosing
variables of your choice.
Exercise 2
Create a scatter-plot of the object you just created by adding
a tooltip.
Exercise 3
Add the hover effect.
Exercise 4
Create a crimes data frame.
Exercise 5
Create an on-click event.
Exercise 6
Add the on-click event. Connect every state with the link
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/.
Exercise 7
Change the http to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._state.
Exercise 8
Convert gg_crime <- ggplot(crimes, aes(x = Murder, y =

Assault, color = UrbanPop )) +
geom_point_interactive(
aes( data_id = state, tooltip = state ), size = 3 ) +
scale_colour_gradient(low = “#999999”, high = “#FF3333”)
to an on-click plot.
Exercise 9
Display the plot.
Exercise 10
Change the spots’ color to orange.

Parsing Dates and Time – Part
3: Exercises

In the exercises below, we will continue our
work with the lubridate package to see more features of it.
Answers to these exercises are available here.
If you obtained a different (correct) answer than those listed
on the solutions page, please feel free to post your answer as
a comment on that page.

Exercise 1
Lubridate offers two functions to see the date and date-time,
at the moment, in the system. Use them to see the time in your
time zone.
Exercise 2
There is a base function named “difftime” to find time
difference between two times. Now use this to find out the
time difference in weeks between.
x <- "11 th april 2012"
y <- "April 24th 2018 11:59:59"
Exercise 3
Do the same as above and find the difference between the
system time and x, in hours.
Exercise 4
Lets say we have:
x <- "11 th april 2018 11.30.00"
We want to add one day to x. How do we achieve that?
Exercise 5
Now add 100 hours to x and find which date-time it is.

Learn more about Data Pre-Processing in the online course R
Data Pre-Processing & Data Management – Shape your Data!. In
this course you will learn how to:
Work with different packages that help shape dates and
times,
learn about the lubridate package for quick and easy
dates and times,
and much more
Exercise 6

Now, how can we get the date-time of 3 weeks prior to x?
Exercise 7
Now, read about the duration and spans from lubridate’s
vignette. Try getting the date-time 10 years prior to x first
by subtracting with years and then by using 10 year
duration’s. See if they are similar and try to reason it.

